CHECKLIST FOR INTERNATIONAL RESEARCHERS

IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS FOR YOUR RESEARCH STAY IN GERMANY

- **Valid passport** (valid for the entire duration of the stay)

- **Visa** (if needed)

- **Letter of invitation/hosting agreement by the University of Bonn or scholarship agreement by funding institution** (if applicable)

- **Confirmation by your health insurance, if your coverage is valid in Germany as well** (in English or German)

- **Biometric passport photos for IDs and documents**

- **Confirmation of your funding** (e.g. for scholarships or own financing)

- **Notarized copies of your academic degrees** (in German or English translation)

- **Birth certificate and, if applicable, marriage certificate** (ideally in German or English translation)

- **Copies and notarized translations of your children's birth certificates** (if applicable)

- **Vaccination card as well as documents about illnesses and medication** (if applicable)

- **International driving license** (if needed)